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Goals

● Use SMASH as a hadronic afterburner
● Generate ROOT output of particles and collisions
● By analyzing it learn about chemical and kinetic freeze-out
● (Bonus) Generate SMASH vtk output and look at visualizations of collisions



Start and prerequisites
1. All step by step instructions are on the summer school github

https://github.com/doliinychenko/SummerSchool2020/tree/master/SMASH_session 

2. Add yourself to the table to track progress
3. Are you ready with prerequisites?

a. Try

b. Outside of docker environment try

c. If ROOT is not installed, it’s ok, there are alternative instructions for this case

docker start -ai myJetscape

root -l
new TBrowser

http://github.com/doliinychenko/SummerSchool2020/tree/master/SMASH_session
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1f1M4vro1lFZnp80Dy0bE_XjYxMQid9oG9BgEMiO10-o/edit#gid=0


Getting SMASH ready

1. Start the docker environment

2. Compile SMASH

3. Try if smash runs

docker start -ai myJetscape

cd jetscape-docker/JETSCAPE/external_packages
./get_smash.sh
cd smash/smash_code/build
make smash -j2

./smash --help

./smash --version

./smash



Configuring SMASH (1)

Way 1: by config file (by default it’s config.yaml)

cd JETSCAPE/external_packages/smash/smash_code/build
cp config.yaml JETSCAPE_school.yaml
./smash --inputfile JETSCAPE_school.yaml

Way 2: command line options override the config options

./smash --inputfile JETSCAPE_school.yaml \
              --config "General: {End_Time: 40.0}"



Configuring SMASH (2): looking inside config file



Looking at the output in ASCII format

By default SMASH output will be in the folders data/0, data/1, etc. Open the latest 
data/* folder and look at the files there.



Generating output in Root format
config_SMASH_tutorial_collider.yaml

Run SMASH: ./smash --inputfile config_SMASH_tutorial_collider.yaml



Analyzing the ROOT output
root -l

TFile *f=new TFile("data/1/Particles.root");
TTree *particles=(TTree*)f->Get("particles");
particles->Scan("*");

particles->Draw("0.5 * log((p0+pz)/(p0-pz))","pdgcode == 2212", "E");
c1->SaveAs("Rapidity_spectrum_protons.png");

particles->Draw("0.5 * log((p0+pz)/(p0-pz))",
                           "pdgcode == 211 || pdgcode == 111 || pdgcode == -211", "E");
c1->SaveAs("Rapidity_spectrum_pions.png");

particles->Draw("0.5 * log((p0+pz)/(p0-pz))","pdgcode == 2212", "E");
particles->Draw("0.5 * log((p0+pz)/(p0-pz))",
                           "pdgcode == 211 || pdgcode == 111 || pdgcode == -211", "E same");
htemp->SetLineColor(kRed);
c1->SaveAs("Rapidity_spectra_comparison.png");



Comparing pion and proton rapidity spectra

Pions, protons (press yes) OR Pions, protons (press no)?



Homework for tomorrow

Install paraview 
see instructions at 

https://github.com/doliinychenko/SummerSchool2020/tree/master/SMASH_session



Part 2: exploring chemical and kinetic freeze-out



Running SMASH as a hadronic afterburner

Hydrodynamics → Sampler → (I prepared sampled particles from this stage) → Hadronic afterburner



Download sampled particles

Central Au+Au collision at 19.6 GeV, smooth initial condition, MUSIC hydrodynamics, 
iSS sampler, energy density at particlization 0.26 GeV/fm3.

1. Download the SMASH_input_particles_from_MUSIC_hydro.tar.gz, see 
instructions for the link

2. cd JETSCAPE/external_packages/smash/smash_code/build
3. tar -xvf SMASH_input_particles_from_MUSIC_hydro.tar.gz
4. You should get the file sampled_particles0



Prepare config and run SMASH

./smash --inputfile config_SMASH_tutorial_afterburner.yaml

config_SMASH_tutorial_afterburner.yaml



In another tab: run SMASH without collisions

config_SMASH_tutorial_afterburner_no_collisions.yaml

./smash --inputfile config_SMASH_tutorial_afterburner_no_collisions.yaml



Let’s discuss what we are doing

1. Press yes/no if you know what chemical/kinetic freeze-outs are. Think for 2 
minutes what are the definitions of chemical and kinetic freeze-outs. In 2 
minutes write your definitions in the chat.

2. We ran SMASH as an afterburner with and without collisions. What information 
can we extract from these runs and how? Suggest your ideas. Think for 2 
minutes and then post in chat.

Bonus: suggest ideas for a paper based on such simulations.

3. What can we potentially say about chemical and kinetic freeze-out based on 
our simulations? Think for 2 minutes, then post.



Analyze the results

You may use some code and ideas from the step by step instructions:

https://github.com/doliinychenko/SummerSchool2020/tree/master/SMASH_session

1. How much does the hadronic rescattering change the yields and spectra?
2. What can you say by looking at collisions?
3. What can you say about chemical freeze-out?
4. What can you say about kinetic freeze-out?

https://github.com/doliinychenko/SummerSchool2020/tree/master/SMASH_session


Bonus: pretty visualization using paraview

Install paraview -- open source visualization application -- on your computer

 (NOT in docker environment)

See my step by step instructions, or just go to paraview.org



Bonus: pretty visualization using paraview

Generate VTK output with SMASH:

Run SMASH, look at the output folder (latest data/*), you should see many .vtk files

Open them with paraview

 Output:
      Output_Interval: 1.0
      Particles:
          Format:          ["Oscar2013", "VTK"]
          Only_Final:      No
          Extended:        True

 General:
      ...
      End_Time:    40.0   # 200.0
      ...



Bonus: pretty visualization using paraview

1. Open vtk files with paraview
2. Press large Apply button
3. Change Representation: Surface -> 3D Glyphs, Glyph Type: Arrow -> Sphere
4. Use the Next Frame and Previous Frame buttons to run movie



Feedback

Have you learned anything from the hands on session, press yes/no. No is also ok!

If yes, write 1-2 things in the chat that you actually learned.


